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Wasted effort

{ '

Fight for a cause
UCF alumnus rallies in
immigration case

UCF squanders 45-point effort from
guard Jermaine Taylor - SEE sPoRTs, A1
POLICE

-

SEE NEWS, A2

SGA ELECTIONS I PETERSON AND LEWIS BEAT STEIN AND PECKHAM
I

MAN TRIES TO
HELP AND GETS

Emotions run over

ATICKET

(,.

Agood Samaritan was issued a
jaywalking ticket.
Family members said 58-year-old
bus driver Jim Moffett and another
man were helping two elderly
women cross a busy Denver~t in
asnowstorm when he was hit Feb.
20. He suffered bleeding in the brain,
broken bones,a dislocated shoulder
and apossible ruptured spleen.

l

Peterson ticket
thanks voters,
says this is
'about all of you'

Students are cautious
after attempted theft

CASSIE MORIEN
Staff Writer

CRIME
L
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Breaking
news on
yourcell

Get UCF news sentto your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

LATE KNIGHTS TO
HOST ANNUAL
CULTURE SHOCK

("

C.

Tonight at midnight, Late Knights
will be presenting Culture Shock
Vol. II inside the Student Union.
The event starts at midnight and
will have free food along with
comedians and music.

Brian Peterson and
Andrick Lewis will be the
next Student Government
Association president and
vice
president
after
defeating Andrew Stein
and Chace Peckham in a
nmoff election.
---c- In anticipation of the
announcement, students
abandoned
campaign
tables and tents used in
the past two weeks.
Oozens oLempty pizza
~ boxes sat stacked off to
the side. More than 200
supporters sporting yellow, black and blue Tshirts qowded together
Wednesday afternoon and
waited anxiously for the
runoff results.
Shortly after 5 p.m.,
Supervisor of Elections
Marlee Popluder took the
stage outside the Student
Union and announced
Peterson and Lewis as the
winners.
Immediately, the supporting crowd cried out in
joy and Peterson was
hoisted high on a few
shoulders. Chants congratulating both candidates rang out.
Soon students were
demanding a speech from
the student body president-elect and vice president-elect, who got on the
stage.
"I want action" Peterson said, in an acceptance
speech.
The crowd applauded.
"I didn't prepare anything," Lewis said. "But I
want to say thank you
PLEASE SEE

MORTELLARO ON A5

Victim
shares
story of
attack
MARK SCHAUB
Staff Writer

CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Brian Peterson and Andrick Lewis defeated Andrew Stein and Chace Peckham to become student body
president and vice president. (Top) Peterson reacts to the election results. (Middle) Peckham and Stein (right)
console one another. (Bottom) Peterson addresses his supporters after the results were announced.

A criminal justice major who
was the victim of an attempted robbery Monday said she hopes her
story helps prevent more.
Samantha Midgett said students
should always be aware ofthe threat
of attackers.
"These women need to understand, [criminals are not] going to
wait for the dark," Midgett said.
"They're going to wait for you to be •
alone, and they don't care if it's
broad daylight. The guy truly didn't
care, he wanted my laptop."
· On Wednesday, a community
advisement was sent via a Campus
News e-mail informing the university of an attempted robbery involving Midgett outside Parking Garage
D on Monday around 7:30 a.m.
Midgett said she was walking out of
the garage when a white male in his
early 20s attempted to take her bag
off her shoulder. In it was Midgett's
laptop, as well as three textbooks.
The man had brown hair, no
facial hair and was wearing a gray
hooded sweatshirt and blue jeans.
During the incident with the
man. her acrylic nail was ripped up,
she said
"That's not fixable and it's
painful," Midgett said "They don't
want to take off the acrylic because
the only thing keeping my fingernail
on right now is the acrylic nail. so he
hurt me."
It caused her to fight back.
"I know that sounds incidental
and I know that that's stupid, but
that's where my brain went,"
Midgett said "And it kept me from
being scared and it kept me calm
and level-headed. And I was able to
handle it."
PLEASE SEE

SUSPECT ON A6
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Housing all the options

LOCAL & STATE,A2

POLICE: TEENS TRY TO
EAT DRUGS DURING
TRAFFIC STOP

0.

Broker says owning is a possibility
JOHANNA STEWART

Authorities in southwest Florida
say two 19-year-olds
unsuccessfully tried to swallow a
bag of marijuana during a traffic
stop and were charged with
tampering with evidence.
(

Contributing Writer

Choosing where to live
is a decision every college
freshman must make, but
investing in a home may
not be on the list of considerations.
Buying and renting a
house or apartm.ent comes

I

NATION & WORLD, A4
<

-<
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MUSIC TEACHER KILLS
HIS FAMILYTHEN
SELF, SON ESCAPES
A Cuban-born musician in Miami,
shot his wife, two daughters and
then himself in their home, police
say.Those who knew him and
describe him as friendly and
helpful are left wondering why.
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Variety
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Crossword
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TODAY'S
WEATHER

This exhibit stinks! Learn more about the
Grossology exhibit at the Orlando Science Center
and how many times a dayyou fart
SEE VARIETY, A9

Plus:

Sister Hazel plays''AII for You"

7

MOSTLY

9
11
11
11

SUNNY

79° 56°
HIGH LOW

BUYING ON A6

Read more about
the Sister Hazel
concert and which
head football
coach was spotted
in the crowd.

BRITTNI JOHNSON
Contributing Writer

A UCF history professor
said his book would be the
first to give a comprehensive history of the Cuban
Revolution written by a historian in 30 years.
Luis Martinez-Fernandez spoke to a group of 15
students and colleagues at a
history
colloquium
Wednesday about his
upcoming textbook, Cuba
Revised: Writing a New H"JSPLEASE SEE

·'

PLEASE SEE

Cuban native rewrites history
-

Around
Campus
Weather
Local & State
Nation & World

with pros and cons, but
the best fit relies greatly
on the type of lifestyle a
student has and how much
they can get out of the situation. said Sarita Cabrera.
managing broker at Prudential Florida Realty in
Oviedo.
Senior legal studies
major Sherriann Grant-

Clarke said she never considered buying a house
because of the convenience of renting.
"I'm in my senior year
now so of course buying is
something you look at
more and more," said
Grant- Clarke. "But I do
intend on going to law
school, and buying a house

WRITER ON A6

REEMA DESAI / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Dr. Luis Martinez-Fernandez speaks to students and faculty about his next
textbook that tells the history of the Cuban Revolution in a new light.
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"They arrested a woman who is nonviolent. The only thing she did wrong once
police arrived at the scene was cooperate with them."
-

News and notices for
the UCF community

{!tuttal

MATT DE VU EGER, FORMER UCF STUDENT
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Late Knights to bring a shock

;fututt

Tonight at midnight,
Late Knights will be presenting Culture Shock Vol
II inside the Student
Union.
There's free food and a
chance to win a free Tshirt as well. At the event
there will be airbrushed Tshirts, karaoke, laser photos and a velcro wall.
Rap
artist
Digital
Atlanta will perform as
well as comedians Benji
Brown and Michael Blackson.
To volunteer in the
event contact Kacie at 407823-5107.

rhe Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

February 27, 2009
Vol 41, Issue 23 • 12 Pages
The Centro/ Florida Future is the independent studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Flortda.
Opinions in the Future are those of the lndlvidual
columnist and not ne<:essarilythose ofthe editorial staff
or the University administration. All content is property
of the Centro/ Florida Future and may not be reprinted in
part or In whole without permission from the publisher.
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Natalie Morera x213
CFF.editor@gmailcom

News Editors
Amanda Welch and
Kari Wilberg x213

Knightwalk on Sunday
The March of Dimes
Collegiate Council at UCF
will be hosting the fourth
annual Knightwalk on
Sunday. The event will
take place at 2 p.m.
Registration will take
place at that time and the
walk will begin at 3 p.m.
The event is 3 miles
long and will benefit premature babies.
For more information
contact Julia Senecal, the
council's chair, at 561-8430183 or by e-mail at modccknightwalk@gmailcom

News.CFF@gmailcom

Online News Editor
Jeffrey Riley x213
Online.CFF@gmailcom

Opinions Editors
Opinions.CFF@gmailcom

Sports.CFF@gmailoom

Variety Editor

Police: Teens tried swallow
drugs during traffic stop
NORTH PORT
Authorities in southwest
Florida say two 19-yearolds unsuccessfully tried
to swallow a bag of marijuana during a traffic stop
and were charged with
tampering with evidence.
North Port police
report that an officer
stopped Robert Leonard
Harnum and Nathan Lee
Gaura
on
Saturday
because their car's high
beams were on. The officer said he noticed the
smell of marijuana coming
from the vehicle.
When he went back to
the car after checking their
identification, he said he
found the pair covered in
"little, green leafy-like substance,'' and they were
chewing and having trouble swallowing.
The officer reported
finding four grams of marijuana in Harnum's shoes,
leading to an additional
possession charge.
The pair have since
been released from jail.

Variety.CFF@gmailcom

Photo Editor
Rayma Jenkins

Photo.CFF@gmail(J}m

Staff Writers
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Staff Photographers

Media interview Roberto Cote Jr., 7, about how he felt when his mother, Rita "Fany'' Cbte, 23, was arrested and detained.

Caitlin Bush, Ashley lnguanta, Corey
Maynard, Rami Rotlewicz, Greg Territo,
Amanda Moore, Reema Desai,
Liana Cole, Sharon Weaver

Former UCF student helps the cause
A coalition of groups rallied at
the Orange County Courthouse
Wednesday to protest the arrest
and detainment of Rita "Fany"
Cote, 23, an immigrant from Honduras.
The American Civil Liberties
Union is challenging the detention
of Cote, said attorney Glenn Katon.
According to Katon, Cote was
arrested on Feb. 16 after her sister
placed a 9-1-1 call to report a
domestic assault by her boyfriend
Police arrived at the Cote home
and asked everyone for identification.
After running the names
through a database, they found that
Cote had a pending removal order
from immigration. Police said Cote
had entered the country with her
parents illegally when she was 15.
·Police arrested her and brought
her to the Lake County jail She was
held for eight days without being
charged before she was transferred
to an immigration detention center, Katon said.
UCF alumnus and ACLU staff
associate Matt De Vlieger was at
the rally Wednesday.
"Justice is something that's very
important to me, and police acted
unjustly,'' De Vlieger said. "They
arrested a woman who is nonviolent. The only thing she did wrong
once police arrived at the scene
was cooperate with them."
The ACLU has filed a petition
fqr writ of habeas corpus, which
would allow Cote to be brought to
court to determine if she should be
released from custody.
Katon said he could count eight

RAMI ROTLEWla/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Roberto Cote Jr., pictured above is interviewed by
the media about his mother, Rita's arrest.

ways in which police violated the
law in the manner in which they
arrested and detained Cote. He
said that local police do not have
the authority to arrest immigrants
and that federal law has the exclusive jurisdiction to do so, per U.S.
Immigration
and
Customs
Enforcement.
According to the ICE Web site,
state law enforcement is not
allowed to . act as federal law
enforcement in matters of immigration unless officers complete a
four-week training course before
they for certification to do so. Lake
County is not on ICE's list of certified partners.
John Barry, Cote's immigration
attorney, said the domestic abuse,
in which the man was reportedly
choking Cote's sister, should have
been dealt with rather than Cote's
citizenship.
"Unfortunately the police
decided to let go of the batterer in
spite of incredible evidence that ·a
battery had taken place - a choking, a near choking to death - and
they decided to become deputized
local ICE agents and take it upon
themselves to apply federal immigration law," he said. ''.And as a
result, her 14th amendment equal

'"
,.

Cofy Editors

Caitlin Batters y, Andrea Canterbury,
Ashlei Camifax, Ste~hanie Encin,
Eric ershtman, Ke sey Hinton,
Chris lioadley, Virginia Kiddy,
Kayla Smith

protection rights have been violated. This is not a controversial case;
it's an example of abuse of police
power."
Barry said he is currently working to change Cote's citizenship
status.
Rita Cote's husband, Robert
Cote, and their three children
demonstrated outside the courthouse to tell their story.
"Obviously. we're torn apart:· he
said "You know they didn't arrest a
criminal, what they arrested was a
mother of three children and the
love of my life, my wife."
Robert Cote said that he and his
wife had sought to gain citizenship
status for her but could not afford
it.
"It was financially impossible to
raise three children and come up
with two thousand dollars to do the
immigration process," he said.
"This process is very expensive."
The -rally of about 15 people
drew both supporters of the Cote
family and immigrants' rights
activists.
Roberto Cancel, who is studying nonprofit management at UCF,
is a coordinator for Democracia
USA. His organization typically
focuses on civic engagement, such
as voting registration, he said, but it
has moved onto other issues.
Cancel was there protesting the
partnership that allows local law
enforcement to detain immigrants.
Other groups present were the
Farmworker Association of Florida
and the Florida Immigrant Coalition.
Cote is in custody in a detention
center in Palm Beach, said ICE
spokeswoman Barbara Gonzalez in
an e-mail.
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SECTION 287(G) OF THE IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT
The Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRAIRA), effective September 30, 1996, added Section 287(g), performance of
immigration officer functions by state officers and employees, to the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). This authorizes the secretary of the US
Department of Homeland Security (OHS) to enter into agreements with state and local law enforcement agencies, permitting designated officersto
perform immigration law enforcement functions, pursuant to a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), provided that the local law enforcement officers
receive appropriate training and function under the supervision of sworn US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) officers.
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One free copy of the Central Rorida Future pennitted
per issue. If available, additional copies may be
purchased from ouroffice with prior approval for $1
each. Newspaper theft is a aime, Vfolators may
be subject to civil and aiminal prosecution
and/or University discipline.

State and local patrol officers, detectives, investigators and correctional officers working in conjunction with ICE gain: necessary resources and
authority to pursue investigations relating to violent crimes, human smuggling, gang/organized crime activity, sexual-related offenses, narcotics
smuggling and money laundering; and support in more remote geographical locations.
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IEfUSKNOW
CORRECTION
In the Feb. 25 issue of the
Future, the story titled "Knights
use big 6th to beat Cyclones" on
page AB incorrectly identified
the nickname of the UCFSoftball. team's opponent.
The Centenary Cyclones
are from New Jersey. The Centenary Ladies, whom the
Knights played, are from
Louisiana.

..

~n Bass, Michelle Dendy,
dliam Goss, Jillian Krotki,
Carlos Maldonado, Jen Glantz,
Donald Thomann, Stephanie de Sousa,
William Perry, Mary Cristobal,
Jonathan Hohensee, Allen Levin,
John Murphy, Shaun Bevin,
Carmen Carroquino

Trial continues in slaying of
family on Florida Turnpike
WEST PALM BEACH
- Closing arguments continue in a monthlong trial
for one of the region's
most gruesome murders.
The bodies of Jose Luis
Escobedo, 28, his wife,
Yessica Guerrero Escobedo, 25 and their sons, ages
3 and 4, were found along.s ide the Florida Turnpike
in October 2006.
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Contributing Writer

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed
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Padrick Brewer x215
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Catholic Mass this Sunday
A student Catholic
Mass will be held at 6 p.m.
in the Student Union's
Room 316. Anyone is invited to pray ·and join the
Mass.
For any other questions
regarding the Mass please
contact the Catholic Campus Ministry's Web site at
www.CCMknights.com or
contact Patti MacKown at
407-823-6960.

.

Editor-in-Chief

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition, 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition, and 5 p.m. Wednesday
for the ...,
iFriday edition.

LOCAL WEATHER

Today
MOSTLY
SUNNY
High:79°
Low:56°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Saturday

High:83°

Today: Sunshine and some

MOSTLY SUNNY

Low:60°

Sunday

High:63°

FEW SHOWERS

Low:44°

clouds. Winds ESE at 10 to 15
mph.

Tonight: Clear. Winds SE at 5 to
10 mph.
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Students hear promises but not answers
CASEY GILLESPIE

financial aid for completing community service.
He also made it a goal for
President
Barack America to have the highObama's address to Con- est proportion of college
gress drew both criticism graduates by the year
and praise from those 2020.
UCF
students
who
Lester Young, a sophowatched him speak Tues- more chemistry major,
day night about the econ- said he was impressed
omy, education and health with Obama's address.
care.
"I didn't expect him to
After watching the · work this hard," he said.
address, sophomore Josh
While students were
Higgins said he is still inspired by the rhetoric of
very skeptical about his speech, others were
Obama's abilities.
eager to hear about edu"It was a good speech.
cation. Young said he was
It seems like a lot of peoexcited about Obama's
ple just see how good of a commitment to improve
speaker he is and don't the college graduation
pay attention to what he is rate, with the prospect of
saying," said Higgins, a having every American
micro and molecular biol- continue their educaogy major. "He left a lot of tion past high school
things unanswered."
"I like that he
Obama outlined many wants to give stuobjectives with improv- dents money and
ing the American educa- wants everyone
tional system, even the to have higher
possibility of passing leg- than
a
high
islation
that
would school diploreward students with ma," Young
Contributing Writer

)

j

J

i

i)

said.
In his discussion of
health care, Obama talked
about a reform that could
lead to "seeking a cure for
cancer in our time." He
also said that more money
would be invested into
medical technology and
record keeping.
Obama said the health
care reform would provide "affordable health
care for every American,"
but Higgins said he was
not so fond of the idea.
"Socializing
health
care is scary to me." Higgins said. "I don't think I
should be paying for
other people's health
care."
Higgins said
he would
rather
have
everyone be

responsible for themselves.
Since Obama committed
to solve many of the
nation's problems, Young
said he is concerned with
the president's ability to
accomplish all of his goals.
"He was really broad and
didn't really go in depth
with anything. I don't know
if he'll be able to go through
with everything," Young
said.

lt was a good speech. It seems like a
lot of people just see how good of a
speaker he is and don't pay
attention to what he is saying.'
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JOSH HIGGINS
SOPHOMORE

ENTER
TO
WIN
A
32" LCD FLAT SCREEN TV, EMACHI-NE LAPTOP
VISA GIFT CARDS, FREE FOOD ETC.

FRESH HAND CUT FRIES, FRESH SALADS AND GRILLED SANDWICHES

FRESH NOT FROZEN LIKE THE OTHER FOLK.

. President Barack
Obama speaks about
his fiscal 201 o
federal budget,
Thursday.
CHARLES DHARAPAK
/ A~SOCIATED PRESS
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Daniel
Troya
and
Ricardo Sanchez Jr., both
25, are charged with armed
carjacking resulting in
deaths,
conspiracy,
weapons counts and drug
offenses. Both have pleaded not guilty and face the
death penalty.
Prosecutors claim Jose
Luis
Escobedo
was
involved in a drug ring
with Troya and Sanchez,
who killed him and his
family to settle a debt. A
defense attorney says the
family could have been
killed by Mexican drug
dealers.
The jury may begin
deliberating today.

Police kill man wanted for
lengthy list of crimes
MIAMI - After a fourday manhunt, police shot
and killed a man wanted in
connection with a litany of
horrific crimes.
Oswain Walcott was
shot Wednesday night.
Police had wanted to
question him in the slaying of an 18-year-old
movie theater worker
whose body was found
outside a South Beach
apartment last week The
22-year-old Walcott ran
from police Tuesday night
and jumped from a second-story window when
they attempted to question him.
Police said Walcott
then broke into the home
of a family on South Beach
and held them at knifepoint.
On Wednesday night,
police tracked Walcott to
a Northeast Miami-Dade
apartment
complex,
where he may have hurled
a woman in her 50s from a
third-story balcony. They
have not identified the
woman.
-
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HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Shares of student lenders fall
on Obama proposal Thursday

•
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NEW YORK - Shares
of student lenders plunged
Thursday _after President
Barack Obama proposed
having the federal government make loans directly
to families, a move that
would cut private industry's role in the process.
Shares of SLM Corp.
better known as Sallie Mae,
sank $3.44, or 41 percent, to
$4.95 in afternoon trading.
Student Loan Corp.'s
stock dropped $11.79, or 22
percent, to $41.67. Nelnet
Inc. shares also slid 36 percent, or $3.89, to $6.85.
There are currently two
parallel systems for college
loans - students can borrow directly from the government, or take out loans
from banks and other private lenders that are subsidized by the government.
In his budget proposal
for 2010, Obama asks Congress to shift the entire system to direct govenunent
loans and eliminate subsidies to banks. The move
would save more than $4
billion a year, according to
the Obama administration.
Obama's budget proposal states the current system has "needlessly cost
taxpayers billions of dollars" and has subjected students to "uncertainty
because of turmoil in the
:f inancial markets."
About $60 billion nearly half of all public and
private student-aid money
- comes via the federal
student loan program.
Last year, Congress
made substantial cuts to
student lender subsidies,
but did not eliminate them.
In some ways, the
debate already has shifted
Experts point out that during the recent credit crisis,
the government stepped in
to prop up the subsidized
lending program, so in
practice the two programs
already are merging.

AHN YOUNG-JOON / ASSOCIATED PRESS

South Koreans look at weapons at the Korea War Memorial Museum in the capital,
Thursday. North Korea has built an underground facility, a news report said.

Police: Miami music teacher
kills family and himself

North Korea lashed out over
missile-test warnings

MIAMI A gifted
Cuban-born
musician
and teacher fatally shot
his wife and two daughters then himself in the
family's Miami home,
police say, leaving those
who described him as
friendly and helpful to
wonder what happened.
Police identified those
killed Wednesday morning as 53-year-old Pablo
Josue Amador, his 45year-old wife, Maria and
their youngest daughters,
Prescilla and Rosa, 14 and
13. A teenage son escaped
the shootings uninjured,
calling authorities at 5:58
am. as he fled the home,
police said.
A
biography
of
Amador posted on a Web
site advertising his piano
classes says he began
studying music in Havana
and later earned a degree
in the U.S. The U.S. Copyright Office lists 36 compositions by him and a set
of photographs. The
songs he wrote, many in
Spanish, included titles
such as "Beautiful Boy"
and "Rose of Love," as
well as numerous religious selections.
Sarait Betancourt, a
44-year-old school bus
driver who lives near the
family, said Amador was a
Cuban immigrant who
has been giving her two
sons, ages 9 and 10, piano
lessons at his home once
a week since 2006.
"He was a marvelous
person and a tremendous
professor," she said. "People would enter the
house, and you just
breathed peace."
Amador's two slain
daughters, his 16-year-old
son, and a college-age
daughter all excelled at
piano and performed
together at church and
home as Los Galileos,
Betancourt said. Amador
said on his Web site that
he produced 13 CDs of his
children performing.
Authorities have not
confirmed that there is a
fourth sibling, nor said
where the son is now.

SEOUL, South Korea
- North Korea lashed
out Thursday at critics
warning it not to test a
long-range missile, saying
it would punish those trying to disrupt its plan to
send what it calls a satellite into orbit.
The latest harsh words
from Pyongyang came as
senior U.S. officials said
Secretary of State Hillary
Rodham Clinton plans to
send her new envoy on
North Korea to meet with
negotiators in Asia trying
to revive stalled nuclear
disarmament talks.
North
Korea
announced earlier this
week that it was preparing to shoot a communication satellite into orbit
as part of it space program. The U.S., South
Korea and other neighboring countries believe
the launch may be a cover
for a missile test-f"rre, saying the action would trigger international sanctions.
On Thursday, the
Committee for the Peaceful
Reunification
of
(North) Korea accused
South Korea of "trumpeting about 'sanctions"'
against its satellite launch,
saying outsiders will
know "what will soar in
the air in the days ahead."
' 1If the puppet warmongers infringe upon
our inviolable dignity
even a bit ... we will not
only punish the provokers
but reduce their stronghold to debris,'' the committee said in a statement
carried by the country's
official Korean Central
News Agency.
Kim Myong Gil, minister to the North's U.N.
mission in New York, also
told reporters in Atlanta
on Thursday that his
country would implement "the satellite launch
as scheduled," saying timing of its launch remains
to be seen, according to
South Korea's Yonhap
news agency. The report
said Kim was in Atlanta to
take part in an international academic forum.

Group defends efforts to help
people get 'self-deliverance'
ATLANTA
As
authorities try to determine how many deaths
nationwide may be linked
to an alleged assisted suicide ring, members of the
group known as the Final
Exit Network are defending a mission they call
"self-deliverance.''
The network's president, its medical director
and two other members
were charged Wednesday
in the death of John
Celmer, a 58-year-old
Georgia man who suffered for years from cancer of the throat and
mouth. They each face up
to five years in prison if
convicted on assisted suicide charges.
Members bristle at the
term assisted suicide, saying they don't play an
active role in a person's
death. but rather support
and guide those who
decide to end their lives
on their own. Authorities
say new members pay a
$50 fee and are vetted
through an application
process.
Those seeking to end
their lives are assigned a
guide who instructs them
to purchase two new helium tanks and a hood,
.known as an "exit bag."
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Britain handed over two
men to U.S. for interrogation
LONDON - Britain
was·swept into a new row
over the rendition of terror suspects Thursday,
acknowledging
that .
British troops in Iraq
handed over two men to
the United States, which
then sent them to
Afghanistan for interrogation.
Defense
Secretary
John Hutton told lawmakers the information was
discovered after a thorough review of detentions
in Iraq and Afghanistan
an acknowledgment
that seemingly contradicted previous government denials of facilitating renditions.
Hutto_n said some
British officials knew of
the transfer in 2004 and
that former Foreign Secretary Jack Straw - now
the Justice Secretary knew since 2006. Straw's
office offered no immediate comment on Thursday.
"I regret that it is now
clear that inaccurate
information on this particular issue has been
given to the house by my
department," Hutton told
lawmakers.

Reply A to set alert.

How Do IText UCFNEWS to 44636?

•
Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future.Just te.xt a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply
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Colleges warn students.about Mexico travel
AMANDA LEE MYERS
Associated Press
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•

PHOENIX - The U.S.
State Department and universities around the country
are warning college students headed for Mexico for
some Spring Break partying
of a surge in drug-related
murder and mayhem south
of the border.
"We're not necessarily
telling students not to go,
but we're going to certainly
alert them," said Tom
Dougan, vice president for
student affairs at the University of Rhode Island.
"There have been Americans kidnapped, and if you
go you need to be very
aware and very alert to this
fact."
More than 100,000 high
school- and college-age
Americans travel to Mexican resort areas during
spring break each year.
Much of the drug violence
is happening in border
towns, and tourists have
generally not been targeted,
though there have been
killings in the big springbreak resorts of Acapulco
and Cancun, well away
from the border.
The University of Ari-

SGA RUN-OFF
RESULTS
·THE WINNER FOR THE 20092010 STUDENT GOVERNMENT
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS IS
BRIAN PETERSON AND
ANDRICK LEWIS.
THE RESULTS WERE
DETERMINED WITH THE
FOLLOWING PERCENTAGE OF
VOTES {9,803 STUDENTS
VOTED):

•

45.35%
Andrew Stein/
Chace Peckham

•

54.65%
Brian Peterson/
Andrick Lewis
-

.,,

WWW.UCF-SGA.COM

zona in Tucson is urging its
approximately 37,000 students not to go to Mexico.
Other universities - in the
Southwest and far beyond,
including Penn State, Notre
Dame, the University of
Colorado and the University at Buffalo - said they
would call students' attention to the travel warning
issued Feb. 20 by the State
Department.
The State Department
stopped short of warning
spring breakers not to go to
Mexico, but advised them to
avoid areas of prostitution
and drug-dealing and take
other common sense precautions.
"Sage advice," said Tom
Mangan, a spokesman for
the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives. "We have had
documented
violence,
attacks, killings, shootouts
with the drug cartels involving not only the military but
law enforcement personnel
It is indiscriminate violence,
and certainly innocent people have been caught up in
that collateral damage."
Mexico's drug cartels are
waging a bloody fight
among themselves for
smuggling routes
and

JOSE LUIS MAGANA/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

College students, like the ones pictured above are being warned by the U.S. State Department and their universities about travelling over to Mexico for Spring Break.

against government forces,
carrying out massacres and
dumping beheaded bodies
in the streets. More than

6,000 people were killed in
drug violence in Mexico last
year.
But Mexican Attorney

General Eduardo Medina
Mora said in an interview
with The Associated Press:
"There·is no major risk for

students coming into Mexico in general terms. It is
always important to advise
the youngsters to behave."

Mortellaro ticket support decided outcome
FROM

Al

from the bottom of my
heart to each and every
. one of you."
Peterson also credited
the student body.
"This is not about he
and I," Peterson said gesturing to Lewis and himself. "This is about all of
you."
According to the Election Commission's results,
just less than 10,000 students voted in the runoff
election. Peterson and
Lewis won by 911 votes.
Stein buried his face in a
supporter's shoulder and
said he was all right.
"I am surprised by the
result margin." Stein said.
"It's pretty big, and I wasn't
expecting that, especially
because we came in first in
the first week."
Going into the runoff
election, Stein and Peckham were ahead of the
other two parties with
more than 38 percent of
the student vote. The
Peterson ticket had more
than 32 percent.
Stein said the support of
the green vote in the runoff
helped Peterson and Lewis
secure the win.
Candidates
Stephen

RAMI ROTLEWla / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Brian Peterson, center, reacts to news of his victory with Andrick Lewis.The ticket
won by 911 votes on Wednesday. More than 9,800 students voted in the elections.

Mortellaro and Brendon
Rivard, who used greencolored campaign materials, backed Peterson and
Lewis after not continuing
to the runoff election.
"I am so glad," Mortel-

laro said. "I really feel like I
didn't lose the election
now."
Mortellaro agreed that
with the green support
Peterson
and
Lewis
secured the win.

"Our campaigns were
able to work together so
well," he said. "Our campaigns were both fighting
for inclusion and accessibility in SGA. I look forward to us working together all next year in student
government."
Peterson and Lewis
supporters lit thick congratulatory cigars and
puffed away between pats
on the back. One supporter wildly waved an American flag while running
around.
Jacquelyn Bave, a sophomore micro and molecular biology major, helped
Peterson and Lewis campaign for the past two
weeks.
"It feels really great,"
Bave said. ''.All the hard
work and time has paid off
for sure."
Lewis said he felt
proud, excited and grateful
for the win. He also said
the race had been close,
"I am pleasantly surprised [ with the results],"
he said. "I didn't think we
were going to close in 900
votes more than [Stein and
Peckham]. I am surprised
at that.
"The hard work and
dedication that everyone

put in paid off."
Peterson sat starry-eyed
on the stage for a moment.
"Words
cannot
describe the feeling I am in
right now," Peterson said
while soaking up the
scene. "I am beyond,
beyond excited."
Rivard took a seat next
to the student body's president-elect and gave Peterson a pat on the back.
"I couldn't be happier,"
Rivard said.
Peterson also thanked
the green campaign.
"I knew it would be
close going into the second
week," Peterson said. "I am
just thrilled to pieces. I
could not have done this
without Stephen and Brendon."
Despite his disappointment, Stein's assistant
campaign manager Adam
Brock said Peterson and
Lewis will do well in office.
"It has been a complete
pleasure," Brock said. "I
am pretty devastated right
now just because I've
invested so much time and
effort into this campaign
back when it was just an
idea. I know Brian [Peterson] and Andrick [Lewis]
will do a great job in
office." ·
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Suspect at large Buying home builds credit, security
FROM

A1

She also points out that if
her textbooks had been
stolen, she wouldn't have
had the money to take summer classes.
After what Midgett said
must have been no longer
than 30 seconds, people
started to emerge from the
garage.
"I was going to call out
for help, and he ran off anyways because apparently I
wasn't going to give up that
easily, and he wasn't willing
to fight,'' Midgett said
She knew a professor of
hers would be in his office
at that early hour, so she
decided to ask him what she
should do.
Criminal justice professor David Fabianic said
Midgett had stopped by
recently this semester to
talk about a course he was
teaching, which was the
reason she thought to ask
him what to do.
He called UCF police.
"The police officer was
very nice, they were very
prompt," Midgett said.
Midgett said Officer
Robert Slavik told her she
could let it go or file a report
and prosecute. She chose
the latter.
"I chose to file a report
and prosecute because I
thought if they could catch
this guy, we might be helping other people because I
just can't imagine this is the
---. only time he's going to try
this,'' Midgett said.
According to the inci. ------dent report, Midgett was

also given a victim's rights
pamphlet, which contains
information about UCF
Victim Services. At first,
she declined. But the next
day, she felt compelled
enough to call.
''Victim Services is helpful, and people shouldn't be
afraid to call it,'' Midgett
said
La'Shawn R1vera, assistant coordinator of UCF
Victim
Services,
said
they're always available by
calling 407-823-5555. From
there, a victim advocate can
be paged
"Some people, after an
incident like that, can be a
very traumatic experience
for them, so we would do
crisis intervention," Rivera
said 'We would talk to that
person about their rights,
options, that are available to
them, whether it would be
getting assistance and support for recovery or maybe
victim's compensation may
be something they're interested in. It really depends
on the situation, the case,
and providing all the
options that are possible for
that individual"
Amy Carey, a sophomore psychology major,
read the Campus News email and took what happened to heart.
''I went out [Wednesday
night] after I read the email, and I was kind of
reluctant to go by myself
because it had just happened like the day before, so
I called a friend," Carey
said "They went with me,
so it was better."

FROM

A1

would not be in my near,
immediate future right
now."
Today's
unsteady
economy may worry
potential buyers about
· making the commitment
to buying a home, but
right now is an excellent
time to buy, Cabrera said.
She said the parents of :
UCF students are typically the ones buying homes
in the area.
"I sold a lot to parents
of college students,'' she
said. 'What they did was
buy a house, and then the
college student would get
two or three renters in a
three or four bedroom
house and that would pay
for the mortgage, but it
was not money going out
the window."
To buy a house, a student would have to have
several thousand dollars

-to make the down pay- in Wmter Park.
"I'm not exactly naive
ment and a steady job to
make the monthly bills. about the market, but I
Many students get the think I'm an optimist
money as a gift from par- regardless of the situaents or have money saved tion," Leibowitz said. "I
don't see it as being so
away, Cabrera said
On a. $175,000 house a dire or tragic. I just need a
buyer would have to put · place to live."
The
difference
$6,100 down plus another
3 percent in closing costs, between renting and buyshe said. A buyer would ing is that buying is an
have to come up with investment, Cabrera said.
$12,000 in order to buy a If the market starts to
$175,000 house, whereas if improve · over the next
they were renting a house couple of ,y ears, home
they would put down a prices will rise, she said.
$1,500 security deposit, Even if students don't stay
monthly payments and in the house, they can rent
it out and build the
utilities.
A mortgage is an home's value, then sell it
option not many students for profit.
Building credit and
are aware of, said homehaving security are a few
owner Greg Leibowitz.
Leibowitz, a junior art of the benefits of buying.
major, lives about 14 miles It's also a good way to
away from UCF in Col- establish responsibility
lege Park, working full- and to grow up, Leibowitz
time as a bartender at said.
Leibowitz said he
,Stardust Video and Coffee

doesn't plan on selling
any time soon.
"I want to keep it indefinitely, whether it will
belong to my family or be
my personal residence,
but I'm not really sure,'' he
said.
Information to learn
how to buy a house is out
there, he said, but students just don't see buying as a priority at this
point in their lives.
Renter Grant-Clarke
said she plans on going to
graduate school and make
buying a house part of her
future, but right now saving for a house is one of
her goals.
To find out how to
learn more about mortgages and how to rmd the
right property, Cabrera
said students should start
by speaking to a licensed
agent, going to a new
homebuyer's seminar and
asking questions.

Writer feels 'special responsibility'
FROM

A1

tory of the Cuban Revolution (1952-1970).
As a Cuban, MartinezFernandez said the Cuban
Revolution
profoundly
affected him and his family.
'Jbey were divided by the
revolution, he said, which is
why he has taken an interest in the subject.
'"There has been a lot of
nonsense written about the
Cuban Revolution, and I
feel a special responsibility
to write this new book,'' he
said "It's the country that
I've dedicated my life
studying."
Mark Guasch, a physics
senior, said he attended the
talk because ofhis conunon
history with Martinez-Fernandez. His parents are
both from Cuba.
"I always come to his
talks about Cuba because of
my background," Guasch
said 'Tm curious about it.''
Martinez-Fernandez
said he hopes to present an
accurate account ofthe revolution with as little bias as
possible. He said historians
have not written much of
the material about the revolution, so the bias is evident
because the books tend to
be ''very politicized."
But simple facts aren't
enough to portray the revolution, said Steve Wable, a
senior history major. Martinez.:.Fernandez
must
assessitforthereade~
'½ll these events that
happen not only need to be
recorded, but interpreted,''
Wable said
Martinez-Fernandez

Where there's smoke...

RAMI ROTLEWIU / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Division of forestry and UCF Environmental Initiative staff used controlled
bums on Wednesday to help aeate natural compost fur the new plants.

\W'ucF

TIMELINE OF THE CUBAN REVOLUTION
• 1952 March, Former president
Batista, supported by the army,
seizes power.

movement overwhelm an army
post in El Uvero.
• 1957 July30, Cuban revolutionary ·
Frank Pafs is killed in the streets of
Santiago de Cuba by police while
campaigning for the overthrow of
Batista government.

• 1953July26,Some 160

revolutionaries under the command
of Fidel Castro launch an attack on
the Moncada barracks.
• 1953 October 16, Fidel Castro
makes"HistoryWill Absolve Me"
speech.
• 1954Sepmnber, Che Guevara
arrives in Mexico City.

• 1954 November, Batista dissolves
parliament and is elected
constitutional president.
• 1955 MCI);, Fidel and surviving
members of his movement are
released from prison under an
amnesty from Batista.
• 1955 June, Brothers Fidel and Raul
Castro are introduced to Che Guevara
in Mexico Crty.
• 1956 November 25, Fidel Castro,
with some 80 insurgents including
Raul Castro, Che Guevara and Camilo
Cienfuegos set sail from M~ie.o for
Cuba.

• 1958 Feb~ Raul Castro opens
a front in the 5ierra de Cristal on
Oriente's north coast.
• 1958Matd113, U.S.suspends
shipments of arms to Batista's forces.
• 1958MardJ 77, Castro calls for a
general revolt.
• 1958 April 9, Ageneral strike,
organized by the 26th ofJuly
movement, is partially observed.
• 1958 MCI);, Batista sends an army
of 10,000 into the Sierra Maestra to
destroy Castro's 300 armed
guerrillas. By August, the rebels had
defeated the army's advance.
• 1958 December28, Guevara's
guerrilla troops seize Santa Clara.
• 1958 December31, Camilo
Genfuegos leads revolutionary
guerrillas to victory in Yaguajay.
• 1959January 1, President Batista
resigns and flees the country. Fidel
Castro's column enters Santiago de
Cuba.
• 1959 January2, Guevara and
Camilo Cienfuegos arrive in Havana.
• 1959JanuaryS,Manuel Urrutia
named President of Cuba
• 1959 January8, Fidel Castro
arrives at Havana.
• 1959 February 16, Fidel Castro
becomes Premier of Cuba.

• 1957 January 17,Castro's
guerrillas score their first success by
sacking an army outpost on the
south coast.
• 1957 March 73,University
students mount an unsuccessful
attack on the Presidential Palace in
Havana.
• 1957 May28,Castro's26July

said he strives for careful
interpretation
"I want to make a fair
assessment of the revolution," he said '"There are a

lot ofclouds that need to be
dealt with before I get a
straight picture."
One example that Martinez-Fernandez gave of

how his book gives a more
complete history ofthe revolution is his mention ofthe
thousands of people executed by Castro.
."There
are
many
silences,'' Martinez-Fernandez said. "Sometimes the
silences are worse than the
misinterpretations.''
The book gives a general history ofthe Cuban Revolution, which MartinezFernandez deimes as the
last 50 years ofCuban history, but with his own twist.
He wanted to write the
book with his own "Cuban
voice."
"The book is idiosyncratic,'' he said '"There are
things you don't often see
in history books. My writing is more visual"
He said he uses more
illustrations than would
normally be found in a textbook, because "pictures
can make a very dramatic
point." The book will also
include what he calls ''windows to the past'' that
include song lyrics, poems
and speeches that let the
history speak for itself:
"It is written for classroom use, but it is also written in a way that should be
appealing to a general readership,'' Martinez-Fernandezsaid
Wable, who had a class
with Martinez-Fernandez
in the past, said the professor's passion for the subject
makes listening to him
interesting.
"It's not as dry," Wable
said ''He connects it personally and gives a more
human feeling to it.''
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UCF wins both ends
of its doubleheader

It

CARLOS PINEDA
Contributing Writer

JT scores 45, but
UCF falls at home
to Rice Owls

The UCF Softball team went
two-for-two in Wednesday's doubleheader at the UCF Softball Complex. The Knights (11-7) blanked
Bethune-Cookman 2-0 before surviving against Eastern Michigan 5-4.
The Knights and the Wildcats (512) had a scoreless game until the
bottom half of the third inning,
when junior left fielder Abby
McClain hit a line drive home run
into right-center field that bounced
off the scoreboard, giving UCF a 1-0
lead
McClain said that during her atbat she was just trying to make contact with a good pitch.
''Not really thinking about home
runs. I guess I was just thinking
about getting a good pitch to hit,"
McClain said "We needed to score.
and I'm glad we did that inning."
With two outs in the fifth, senior
first baseman Breanne Javier
knocked a double into center field,
scoring McClain from second and
giving UCF a 2-0 lead
With the double, Javier moved
into third place on UCF's all-time
career hits list with 208.
Javier imished the game 2-for-3
with one RBI and McClain went 1. for-2 with a home run, an RBI, a
walk and two runs.
- Senior pitcher Magon Paul was
flawless from the mound Going the
full seven innings, Paul threw a
seven-hit shutout, striking out one.
She improved to 2-0 on the season.
The senior faced some quick

ANDREW KENNEDY
Contributing Writer

Jermaine
Taylor's
career-high 45 points was
not enough for the UCF
Men's Basketball team in a
69-66 loss to the Rice
Owls on Wednesday at
the UCF Arena.
"It was good ·to get
45, b~t not good
enough," said Taylor,
the nation's third leading scorer. "It would
have been better to get
the win."
Taylor missed a 3-pointerwith
2 seconds left that could have sent the
game into overtime.
"It felt real good leaving my hand,"
'Th,ylor said "I thought it was in, but it
rattled in and rattled out."
Taylor scored 68 percent of the
team's points in the galile and 26 of the
Knights' 30 second-half points. Despite
that, Taylor still managed to imd himself open on a number of occasions
down the stretch. ·
''Even though (Jermaine Taylor] did
what he did, he had a couple of great
looks from3 that he missed." UCF head
coach Kirk Speraw said ''Especially to
tie it to go into overtime. you can't ask
for ·a better look than that."
The Knights (16-ll overall, 6-7 in
Conference USA) trailed 67-50 with 5:16
to play. While frantically pressing, UCF
went on a 16-0 run capped off by a
layup and fi;ee throw by Taylor, cutting
the lead to a single point
"We can't wait until we're downl7 to

Jermaine Taylor
scored26
second-half
points
Wednesday.
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MCCLAIN ON A8

For more photos
of the game:
www.UCFNews.com

OWLS' ON A8

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT-THE JERMAINE TAYLOR EDITION
WHAT AHALF
Jermaine Taylor's 45 points were the second most scored in Conference
USA history, behind Houston's Robert McKiver, who scored 52 last season.

MOVING ON UP ,
Taylor's outing moved ~im from fifth to third in the nation in scoring.

WITHOUT EQUAL
Taylor has scored 704 of UCF's 1,963 points this season, making him
responsible for 35.8 percent of the Knights' scoring. No other player in the
country contributes a larger percentage of his team's points than Taylor.
The closest to matching Taylor's contribution is Davidson's Stephen Curry,
with 793 points, makes up 35.07 percent of the Wildcats' scoring.

RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF sophomore Abby McClain rounds third after
her home run against Bethune-Cookman.

Baseball

Rooney set for homecoming RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

•

,.•
•
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UCF forward Emma Cannon goes up for a layup against the Memphis Tigers on
Thursday at the UCF Arena. With 3:37 left in the first half, the Knights were up
41-15, and Cannon had 11 points to go with 6 rebounds. The results were not
available at press time. For a full recap, go to UCFNews.com.

UCF baseball head
coach Terry Rooney will be
on some familiar stomping
grounds when his baseball
team travels to Baton
Rouge, La, this weekend.
It's a place he knows
well, having been the pitching coach for the LSU
Tigers the past two seasons.
He also knows the team
well, as he recruited most
of the players that make up
the No. I ranked Tigers.
"I'm excited to get the
chance to go back there,''
:Rooney said. "I had two
great years there and some
very terrific friends and
obviously one of my mentors in [LSU head coach]
Paul Mainieri.
"I'm
also
excited
because coach Godwin and
I recruited and or coached
that entire teaxn."
Rooney spent the past

AMANDA MOORE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF will travel to Baton Rouge, La., for a series with LSU, where UCF head coach
Terry Rooney worked the past 2 seasons. LSU is the No. 1 team in the country.

NEXT GAME

vs.
UCF

LSU

Today, 8 p.m. IAlex Box Stadium

two seasons with the
Tigers before accepting his
current job at UCF.
He was part of the team

that .had 49 victories and a
run to the College World
Series in 2008. Starting Friday, Rooney is hoping his
new team can get the best
of them.
"We are going there to
win and we are going to
take one game at a time,"
Rooney said "We are going
PLEASE SEE

CONSISTENCY ON A8
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Owls' hot 3-point shooting keeps UCF at bay
FROM

A7

bring that pressure on the
other team," AJ. Tyler said
'We need to get that started
in the first half. We really
need to get to the point
where we can consistently
play with that type of effort
and passion throughout the
whole 40 minutes."
The Knights stopped
Rice on their next possession and had a chance to
take the lead. Then Taylor
Young forced a pass in the
direction of Jermaine Taylor, leading to a steal by Rice
guard Connor Frizzelle.
'We got a stop and had a
transition-break opportunity to win the game and
turnovers got us again
there," Speraw said "That
was as much a disappointing thing as ::lllything."
After a near steal by Will
Weathers on the next possession, Rice guard Rodney
Foster drove the lane, fin-

ishlng with a layup and putting the Owls up by 3 with
13 seconds to play.
"If we played the whole
game the way we played
those last couple minutes, it
would have been a whole
different game," Taylor said.
''.A lot of guys need to come
out and play harder, including me. Maybe get more
rebounds, less turnovers,
more assists."
Foster paced the Owls
(9-18 overall, 4-9 in C-USA)
with 22 points on the night
and was one of three Owls
who scored in double-figures.
Rice came in at the top
of the conference in 3-point
shooting, connecting on 40
percent of its looks this season. Stopping the Owls
from beyond the arc was a
main point offocus for UCF
entering tonight's c<;mtest..
"Our whole emphasis
was to not let their shooters
get going, and obviously we

RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF forward AJ. Tyler has his shot blocked by Rice's Sulei111an Braimoh on
Wednesday. Tyler was the Knights' second-leading scorer with 6 points.

didn't do a great job ofthat,"
Speraw said. 'We didn't
execute that emphasis as
well as we would have
liked"
Rice did most ofits damage from 3-point land in the

first half, making 8-of-15
attempts on its way to a 4327 lead with 1:11 left until
halftime.
The Knights closed out
the first half much like they
did the second, going on a

9-0 run to bring the deficit
down to 7.
Taylor started the run,
making a 3-pointer and getting fouled in the process to
complete a rare 4-point
play.
After a layup by Kenrick
Zondervan, Taylor closed
the half in dramatic fashion,
drilling a 3-pointer as time
expired
Any momentum UCF
appeared to gain was quickly lost when Rice started
the second half on an 8-0
run, extending its lead back
to 15.
During that period, the
Knights had a stretch of
eight possessions in which
they turned the. ball over
seven times. UCF finished
with 22 turnovers, while
Rice turned it over 20 times.
"I think that really cost
us a lot, less possessions
with the ball," Taylor said "I
think we were playing real
sloppy with the ball, just

throwing it away. We hurt
ourselves
with
those
turnovers."
Taylor's 45 points were a
product
of
14-of-29
attempts from the field and
5-of-13 from 3-point range.
Tyler was the second-leading scorer with 6 points to
go along with 9 rebounds.
Taylor was also the only
Knight to attempt a free
throw, making 12-of-13 from
the line.
"Tonight we were just
looking for Jermaine, and
other people have to step
up," Speraw said 'We didn't get much production out
of anybody else tonight.
Obviously, part of that was
turnovers. Other people
have to take their scoring
looks as they come and
when they come."
The Knights have lost
five oftheir last six contests.
UCF will travel to play the
Marshall Thundering Herd
on Saturd_ay.

McClain collects 4 hits in 2 games
FROM
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trouble in the top of the
first. Paul had a runner
on third with two outs
but struck out the batter
to end the inning.
Paul was in another
jam in the top of the
fourth. With one out
and another runner on
third, she forced the
next two batters into
flying out and grounding out to end the threat
without giving up a run.
U~F head
coach
Renee Luers-Gillispie
was proud of her
senior's performance.
"[I am] happy to see
how Magon came in
and took charge of that
game," Luers-Gillispie
said. "From the very
first inning to the last,
you just see her really
feel like she had the
game, had the batters'
number. She knew what
to do with each one of
them."
In the night cap,
Eastern Michigan (3-5)
jumped out to a 3-0 lead
in the first inning.
McClain responded
in the second inning,
stepping up to the plate
and delivering a twoout single down the leftfield line, scoring junior
right fielder Mary
Helen Tyler and senior
catcher Lindsay Dean.
After the Eagles
scored a run in the
fourth, the Knights
scored three runs in the
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Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
wW'.v.dciplasma.com
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fifth, taking a 5-4 lead that
would hold for the rest of
the game.
With Javier on third, junior third baseman Hillary
Barrow doubled, scoring
Javier and advancing to
third on the throw. Perez
then hit a single up the middle, scoring Barrow to tie
the game.
On the next play, Tyler
grounded out, allowing
Perez to advance to second
base. With two outs, Dean
singled to left field to bring
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0
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0
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in Perez and give the.
Knights the lead .
Perez and McClain led
the Knights with three hits
each. McClain had two
RBIs, while Barrow, Perez
and Dean each had one RBI
forUCF.
Cole ran into some trouble in the sixth and seventh
innings. She was able to get
key outs with runners in
scoring position to keep the
Knights ahead
Cole improved to 7-2
with the win. She went the

distance pitching seven
innings, giving up three
earned runs on seven hits,
striking out six and walking
two batters.
The Knights continue
their homestand today with
the UCF Invitational. They
host Syracuse at 4 p.m. and
Tennessee State at 6 p.m.
, Saturday, the Knights
face in-state opponent
Florida A&M at 4 p.m. and
end the tournament against
Maine, a game which is slated to start at 6 p.m.

..,

Consistency key for Knights
FROM
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to play the No. 1 ranked
team in the coµntry. My
expectations as we get on
that bus and on that plane
[on Thursday] to Baton
Rouge is we are going to
win, and I want the 25
players that are· on that
plane to think the exact
same thing."
The Knights (2-2) are
coming off a season opening homestand that they
split with VCU.
The
team
played
inconsistently, scoring 12
runs on Sunday and then
three on Monday. In their
two losses, they struggled
to play defense and pitch.
On Saturday night,
Justin Weiss surrendered
three runs in two innings
pitched against the Rams
and on Monday, UCF
pitchers allowed at least a
run each.
·
The Knights committed three errors on Monday as well. Rooney just
wants his team to play to
its strengths.
"On Monday, when
you don't play defense, it
affects
everything,"
Rooney said. "What we
are from a pitching staff
standpoint is we don't
have a lot of power arms,
so we aren't necessarily
going to strike out a lot of
kids.
'What we are going to
do is force the other team
to put the ball in play. We
only walked three guys in
four games. That's incredible, and that's what I
expect."
LSU (4-0) comes into
the game ranked as the
No. 1 team in the nation.
n

·NEWS TO NOTE
CHANGE IN FORTUNE?
In its first road trip, UCF will
try to do better than its 5-14

road record last year.

STARTER IN QUESTION
Kyle Sweat will start Friday
and Austin Hudson will start
Saturday, but the third starter
is not detem1ined.

The Tigers boast an
offense that has six hitters
batting .300 or better and
a pitching staff that has
surrendered 11 · earned
runs in 36 innings.
Rooney won't need a
scouting report to know
what the Tigers will try to
do on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday.
"Obviously, we have a
pretty good idea of them,
but they also have a pretty
good idea of my tendencies too from a pitching
standpoint," Rooney said.
"Look, I'm excited about
going there, and our kids, I
think; are excited about
going there. But make no
mistake about it, we are
going there to win games."
UCF has only one win
against LSU at Alex Box
Stadium in its history,
with that win coming in
2007.
The Knights defeated
LSU 5-4 on Feb. 25, 2007,
with some clutch hitting
from guys such as Eric
Kallstrom and Shane
Brown.
Even though the teams
are different from two
years ago, Kallstrom will
take parts of that experience into
the weekend
(;,.,

series.
"I think a big thing that
we can take from it is the
experience of playing in
front of a big crowd," Kallstrom said. "The crowds
have been great here, but
it's a lot different playing
in front of 8,000 people
than it is 2,000 people:'
Kyle Sweat will take
the mound Friday against
the Tigers with Austin
Hudson to follow on Saturday.
It's going to be a tough
task for both pitchers, but
Sweat will just try to build
off his successful start last
Friday against VCU.
"Every game, I have to
go out there like I am facing a ~o. 1 team," he said.
"That's what you have to
do to get the best out of
you. My feeling is that I
am anxious. I want to get
out there. There are going
to be a lot of fans, like
5,000 or more, so I'm not
nervous, but I have the
butterflies."
There will be butterflies for Rooney when he
steps into the opposing
dugout to face his old
team, but the minute the
first pitch is underway, it's
all business for the head
coach and his team. It
becomes just another
game.
"I think I want our kids
to understand that that's
why we are going there,"
Rooney said. "Listen, it's a
great opportunity for us
to play the No. 1 ranked
team in America, and we
are going to go there, and
do the best we can. Like I
say all the time, I mean it's
one game of 56 that we
play."
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Mardi Gras on
Inteniational
Big Easy and Orlando get "Closer"
JOSH BROWNE
Contributing Writer

It's that time of year
again: Mardi Gras at Universal Studios is back.
The event, an alternative to the real event, delivers the same amount of
excitement and fun that
goes along with the real
Mardi Gras without the
rated-R behavior that goes
along with it.
"It is a safe environment
here," Michael Roddy, manager of show development
at Universal, said. "Mardi
Gras in New Orleans is fantastic, but it's a little more of
an adult event, whereas
families can actually come
here:'
The event, now in its
14th year, incorporates
many different features
found in the real New
Orleans event, including
colorful costumed characters, vibrant floats, a parade
and most importantly, lots
and lots of beads.
"People go crazy for
beads," Roddy said.
When asked how many
beads they use for the
entire event, Roddy said
that he didn't know but that
there are, "crates and crates
and crates of beads."
During
the
actual
parade, there are six floats
that are reserved to show
true Mardi Gras flavor, like
the King and Queen float.
The other floats are based
on different themes each
year.
This year's theme at
Mar~ Gras is storytelling.
All of the floats in the
parade are based upon
characters and settings that
can be found in literature

GROSSOLOGY
FACTS:
1. SE!venty o'ut of 100
people admit to picking
their nose. Three out of the
70 admit to eating their
boogers.
2. Hydrochloric acid in the
stomach is so strong that it
can eat stainless steel razor
blades.
3. The bladder can
comfortably hold about two
cups of urine.
4. Ear wax coats the inside
· of the ear canal to trap
things like dirt, dust and
bugs.
5. The average adult's skin
weighs about 7 pounds.
6. The mouth is the most
unsanitary part of the body.
7. Humans swallow about
one quart of snot every day.
8. Most people fart 14
times a day.

,.
I

- ORLANDO SCIENCE CENTER
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Aperformer on the Native American
float walks the parade route on stilts.

genres such as romance,
fantasy, horror and adventure.
Some of the floats featured this year are 'Ireasure
Island, (reminding Mardi
Gras goers of
Captain
Hook and Peter Pan), a
steamboat float and a Shire
float from the Lord of the
Rings trilogy.
Music is also an integral
part of Mardi Gras. Roddy
said Universal hires jazz
bands from New Orleans to
come out and play in the
French Q!Iarter section of
the park.
In addition to Louisiana
smooth tunes, Universal
also hires some of the
biggest names in music,
including pop star Kelly
Clarkson. rapper Nelly, and
the disco group the Village
People. R & B artist Ne-Yo ,
performed Saturday night.
"I want to see Ne-Yo,"
UCF student Lisa Caine
said. Caine said this was
PLEASE SEE

NE-YO ON A10

Hang on to your
blasters, it's back
CHRIS HOADLEY
Staff Writer

MegaCon. the annual
convention for comic
books, science fiction.
anime, videogames and
fighting robots, will be at
the Orlando County Convention Center today
through Sunday.
The convention. which
is one of the largest comic
book gatherings in the
southeastern U.S., allows
fans to meet the creators of
their favorite books, shows
and movies. A showroom is
also arranged where attendants can purchase rare
comic books, toys and replica video game swords.
Bad Apple Comics,
located on University
Boulevard, has been one of
the exhibitors at the event
for the past four years.
Bad Apple store manag-

REEMADESAI/
CENTRAL FLORIDA
FUTURE

er Eric Punzone said his
customers are very interested in the convention.
even with the current state
of the economy.
''.A lot of guys have
bought tickets through me
and have been talking about
MegaCon in general," Punzone said. "I'm very sur- ·
prised and very happy for
it."
Punzone makes sure his
exhibition uses displays
and banners in order to
stand out from competitors.
''You got to think outside
the box, and sometimes it's
hard to do that," he said
Marvel, DC Comics and
other comic book companies host panels to tease
upcoming
storylines.
MegaCon fans can also
meet convention Guest of
Honor, George Perez.
PLEASE SEE

COSPLAY ON A10

SISTER HAZEL JAMS FOR '90S FANS
G
NICK D'AMBRA

For more photos

of the concert:
www.UCFNews.com

Contributing Writer

•
,•
•
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Adults, college students and children all probably most famous fot
found themselves enjoy- its '90s rock staples such
ing the same laid-back as ''.All For You," and
Sister Hazel concert Sat- "Change You!'- Mind,"
urday night at the House - c;ombines the folk-rock
of Blues.
vocals of singer Block
Every member of the with the band's acoustic
crowd was an ardent fan blend of alternative rock.
of the '90s alternative out"I've been a fan of Sisfit, and more than a few ter Hazel for a long time,"
adopted the age-old look said
junior
Amanda
of lead singer Ken Block Radeke before the show.
by donning a plaid shirt, "I grew up listening to
worn jeans with a clean- them really, so I'm really
shaven head.
excited about this conT].l.e band, which is cert."

·-~ - -
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Before the curtain had
a chance to pull all the
way back, Sister Hazel
had
already
begun
unleashing a combination
of guitar and drum beatswith a vivid light show _
_that brought an eruption
from the crowd.
Without missing a beat
they started their set off
with "Everybody," which
had the audience singing
along.
The crowd then began
swaying to the beat when
"Come Around" started
and was soon clapping
along, egged on by Block.
Between songs the

"--I;..
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Sister Hazel guitarist Ryan Newell rocked out the band's show on Saturday.

crowd enjoyed added
entertainment as the
members of the band
joked around on stage

causing riots of laughter
from the crowd
PLEASE SEE

BAN OON A10
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ONLINE COVERAGE

QuickFlix
by William Goss
Read our film critic's picks on
what to see on DVD and revisit
in theaters.

Counter Culture
by Tyler Gillespie
Our lifestyle columnist talks about
why it's not easy to score with a

"gaymer:'

That's What She Says
by Billie Hartl
Our relationship columnist may
have fallen for her guy, but other
girls are still waiting for the other
shoe to drop.

Modem Culture Shock
by Kris Kelly
Our culture guy gives the downlow on downloadable content

Battle ofthe bands
by Bianca Ionescu
The battle has begun. Read about
the 40 local bands that play to
win.
For more on these stories go to

www.UCFNews.com

MOVIETIMES

Courtesy Walt Disney Pictures

JONAS BROTHERS: THE 30
CONCERT EXPERIENCE (G)
The Jonas Brothers head to the big
screen-in Disney Digital 3D -in a
high-energy Walt Disney Pictures
rockumentary feature film event
from director Bruce Hendricks
("Hannah Montana/Miley Cyrus: Best
of Both Worlds Concert"}. The film
includes guest performances from
Demi Lovato and Taylor Swift.
Directed by: Bruce Hendricks
Starring: Kevin Jonas, Joe Jonas, Nick

Jonas, Demi Lovato, Taylor Swift

Courtesy Twentieth Century Fox

STREET FIGHTER: LEGEND OF
CHUN-LI (PG-13}
follow along with fearsome fighter
Chun-Li (Smallville's Kristin Kreuk} as
she faces off against a series of
formidable opponents in this feature
adaptation of the popular video-game.

Ne-Yo sings covers
FROM A9

acts such as Beyonce,
Mario, and Rihanna. perher second year at the formed "Irreplaceable,''
parade and she mostly "Let Me Love You," and
attends for the musical "Talce A Bow."
Mardi Gras at Univeracts, but the parades are
sal Studios continues
still fun.
Ne-Yo kicked off his every Saturday until April
concert with the title 18 with a special performtrack from his sophomore ance from rock Boys Like
album. Because ofYou.. He , Girls on March 27. Barethen performed singles nalced Ladies perform
from all three of his next week.
Tickets are $45.99 and
albums that included
"Sexy Love," "So Sick," include admission to Uni"Miss Independent" and versal Studios after 5 p.m.,
as well as free admission
"Closer."
Ne-Yo, also known for to select clubs at Cityhis song writing skills, Walle for the Official
having written songs for Mardi Gras After Party.

Duncan, Neal McDonough, Taboo, Chris
Klein, Moon Bloodgood, Edmund Chen,
Cheng Pei Pei, Josie Ho, Robin Shou

Jonas Brothers:The 3D Con<Ert
Experience in IMAX 3D
(G) IMAX 30 Screen Showtimes
10:30am 12:30 2:30 4:30 6:30 8:30 10:30

JonasBrothers:1he3DCona!rt
Experience
(GJ Disney Digit.JI 3D Showtimes
9:00am 11 :OOam 1:003:00 5:00 7:00 9:00
11:00

Street Fighter.The Legend of Chun-Li
(PG-13) 9:50am 12:45 3:10 5:35 8:00 10:20
1:05am

Fired Up
(PG-13) 9:15am 2:50 5:20 7:40 9:50 12:15am
Open Captioned Showtimes: 12:15

Tyler Peny's Madea Goes to Jail
(PG-13) 9:10am 9:55am 11:55am 12:2512:55
2:35 3:204:10 5:106:45 7:20 8:209:3010:10
10:5512:10am 12:45am

FROM A9

Perez is known for
penciling
large-scale
"event" books, such as
Crisis on Infinite Earths.
Event books are miniseries that use almost
every character from the
comic series.
·
The convention also
provides a section for upand-coming artists, workshops and a portfolio
review booth for aspiring
artists.
Many MegaCon fans
dress up for the occasion
by recreating costumes
worn by their favorite
characters, a practice
known as "cosplay:'
Digital media major
Ezra Cohen remembers
specific costumes that
have turned heads in the
past.
"[You] get a chance to
see others who have the
time and resources to cosplay, and it's interesting to
see how some are actually
able to pull off the look
rather well," Cohen said
"One time I remember
going to MegaCon and
there was a guy with the
full Darth Vader regalia
walking around"
Fans can compete in
costum.e contests and participate in workshops to
learn how to create props
using common materials.
Hospitality management major Luke Lehman
plans to dress as an
Umbrella soldier from the
video game series, Resident Evil. Lehman has
attended MegaCon for the
past seven years but only

started cosplaying last
year.
'½. bunch of my friends
were doing it so I thought
I would eventually brealc
down and do it [as well];'
he said
Lehman said he used
equipment from a military
surplus store and special
patches to create his
unique outfit.
Lehman
said
the
biggest change he has
seen over the years is an
increase of anime at the
convention.
This year anime-based
events include a voice
actor panel, a video editing contest and an anime
music video competition.
MegaCon fans can also
meet stars from science
fiction shows such as
Battlestar Galactica, and
Peter Mayhew, the actor
who played Star Wars'
Chewbacca
Ultimately, it's the
community that draws
people to MegaCon.
"I think [MegaCon is]
great for a bunch of comic
book geeks getting together,"
Punzone
said.
"Everyone has the same
passion. You're all there
with the same desire, the
same passion, so everybody can get together and
be excited with Marvel's
new things, or DC's new
line, and just feel all that
hype and meet the people
that created them for
you."
MegaCon
one-day
tickets can be purchased
for $24 at the door. Tirreeday tickets are $55 and are
also available on-site.

"They always put on
a great live show, and
they can really get the
crowd going," junior Jillian McVeigh, said.
Mcveigh went to the
concert with three of
her friends who were all
fans of the band growing
up.
"I think their music
really works for any generation, which is why I
wasn't surprised by the
crowd here" she said.
The concert took a
romantic turn when the
band played "This Kind
of Love." Couples held
each other and swayed
along to the music
underneath
the

sparkling disco ball.
After an hour and a
half set ofl6 songs Sister
Hazel was about ready
to call it a night, but the
crowd wouldn't have it.
Giving in, the band
started to play any song
they knew, which lasted
nearly 20 minutes.
When
the
show
ended everyone wallced
out with a spring in their
step and a grin on their
face.
"I saw them perform
when I went to [the University of Florida] and
remembered all the
songs they did tonight,''
Angie Stawicki, 33, said.
"It was just a fun crowd
to be in, and I can't wait
to see them again."
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Band keeps going

Friday the 13th (2009)

I.

looked for adult activities
and for someone my size
and was delighted to find
someone my height (and
age).
UCF alumnus David
Ahrens was visiting the
Science Center for the first
time. He directed me
toward a gigantic microscope where I could examine human hair up close.
Then, I watched a few
families play Urine: The
Game, a virtual reality game
that displays how kidneys
play a vital role in the

played at all the other stations, I had a definite advantage over the smarty-pants
7-year-old on my right.
I did get one question
wrong though. The game
asked what poo was made
of and "brown stuff'' was
the incorrect answer.
Outside the exhibit, the
grossology theme stayed
intact. The gift shop even
had delicate paper roses
made out of elephant dung.
I can't deny it. Sometimes life stinks, but after a
day in Grossology, I have to
admit. everything begins to
smell a little bit sweeter.

human body.
I fired white balls from a
toy gun into an upturned
nose, and pumped soda into
a clear body to see how our
stomach causes us to burp,
belch and sometimes vomit.
I also excelled at a gigantic version of the game
Operation by plucking rubbery organs out of a clown,
with a pair of metal tongs.
And just before leaving, I
beat the pants offa couple of
kids at the Grossology IQ
game. Toe game asked multiple questions about poop,
farts and boogers, and
because I had already

• I

Confessions of a Shopaholic

I

FROM A9

Cosplay catches on

FROM A9

Directed by: Andrzej Bartkowiak
Starring: Kristin Kreuk, Michael Clarke

Exhibit boogies with kids
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MILITARY (ACTIVE, RETIRED, DEPENDENT)
COLLEGE STUDENTS ALWAYS ADIVtITTED FREE!

(PG-13) 7:05 9:3512:55am

C

Hotel fur Dogs
(PG) 11:35am 2:104:35

Paul Blart Mall Cop
(PG) 11:50am2:154:408:1010:251:00am

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Good Thro Apr. 30, 2009)

•

The Reader
(R) 9:40am 12:40 4:25 7:15 10:05 12:50am

Milk
(R) 10:00am 1:50 4:507:5010:45

Slumdog Millionaire
(RJ 9:30am 12:20 3:55 7:10 9:55
-
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968
HOW TO PLACE AN AD

'
•

.,
•

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407--447-4555
By fax: 407--447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online. phone. fax,
inperson:

VISA, MC, AMIDC,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Rate
100 HelpWanted:General
C
125 HelpWanted:Part-Tnne C
150 HelpWanted:Full-Tnne C

Seminole Chotide. Sales
Experierce Preferred, Rexi:i3
SchecUe, G r e a t ~ !
L.ookirg for herd 'MXmJ,
relia:Jle, energetic person to
SB.1.SB.1. SB.l.l Email rest.me
and avaia:lilityto:
Trishal@Krtjltnewspaper.com
Big Brai1 Work! Corrputer Science,
Ma!h, & Engr,eenng Majors Waited.

PTflAJµed ReseardlAsoociales.
Please email clqobs@ara.com
SuveyTakers Needed:
Make $5-25 per f:U\/e-/.

175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent Homes

B
B

225 For Rent Apartments

B

600 Traver

A
A
B
A
B

ll0Roommates

A

275 Sublease

A'
B

700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

B
B
B

300 For Sale: Homes

2002 Joh1 Deere 642) Mf\M:t,

640 boclel; Diesel Erg,e HP:90, $5700 details ard fXIUeS at

SummerJobs
-$2100

-0:rEd~

~~

-Room aid B:>ard lnctu:led
Get Paid to Play!
The Rolida Bks Youth~ (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer caITl>
Cou1sebrs ~ 18 and~- FEYC is
----- a, overnight ca1l) bca!ed off of
Hg,way 450 i1 Umatia, FL The
C8fTl) n.ns Jule 81h-Juy 25111. Please
~ Krys Raja,d at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267

HIRING
/"

-~

.,,,
Lifeguards &
Poolside Service Staff

•

First issue:
Each addl issue:

MA

Blltl

$9

$J3

Bl.ti
SJ.9

$6

$9

$J3

• Pridng indudes up to four lihes, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter ~nd view das~~ed ads online 24 hours a ~a~

suldolku

6
1 4

8

8914758

@

1 5
7
9
5 4 1

Puzzles by Pappocom

';

Fill in the grid so
that every row,

column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

8 1 7
3
9
5 1
..
3

House For Rent, $1100hro. 3.Q
washtlry, stove, fltl, d/w. Gara;ie
Fence ycm. Mm. 1D UCF, off Dean.
Li1da 8c¥lolJ 32Hl62-6611
Ap'ia Really & Associales Inc.
3/2/2 1 mile 1D UCF. StU'.lents
welcxJme. W/D, tile floors

Monday puzzle:

2

Easy/eve/

6 7

Wednesday puzzle:

3

2

Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
2005 Joh1 Deere Excavalor SOC
+ 5 Buckets incu:led, Perfect .
Concilrn, Orly $5500, fXIUeS

$12Xlhno.

Cal Carbs407~
3.QAvaia:>le Jtre 1. $950no.
Non-srrokers, nopets. 14837
Sussex Dr. O'laroo, 32826 Bike
to UCF.Do not cis1LJb curent ·
lena11s; cal O'M1el" 407-421-7344

at QaV44c@gnai.com, cxintrt
.

8774484352

'

ESTATE SALE- Friday 2/'Zl and
Salurday
3pm.

ma a:30am-

9989 Lake Georgia [)rive. Just ·
north of University off Dean
Road. Furniture, vintage, 2
cars, crafting & sewing Sl4)plles

and equipment, books, piano,
storage cablnels, gas cookl0p,

$425,tno, ROOtvlATEASAP! ag
rouse, ft.n roomates, no
neigtlors, 5mi 1iom Ld. 321-745-

<ishwasher, wall oven, kitchen
cabinets, jevllelry, elecb01 ics.
See site for pholDs WWW.-

5236

~

11M' wanted for furnished 3'2 home
on lake. Walled Comm, 6 mlns 1D
IJCF. $500tno incf. ulil. NonSmoker, sec sys, pool & tennis.
A ~ Immediately
Call 407~60, 239-7(17-4448

407-756-0046

l...ookirg for responsi:Jle roomna1e
to share rice newer 4 becioom
tune rear carTl)t.lS . Rob 407-9700097

Room avaialje in spaixJs tune with
pool 3 mies 1iom UCF. $500tnoAU.
Util. lrd + maid service. Steve 305-2813104 &:a5ios76@ool.com

Room aval in 41.2 in Nor1t-gale
Lakes. $299 cW fee paid for you!
Rent is $530 per month rd.d
unities. Call ~ 1

ANNUAL GaJIMLt-JITY SALE
Fel:ruay 28 7 aITh3j:m -Mardi 1
1Cl!ITI --3 pm @ 3700 Palm Valley Dr,
off of N Alalaya Tr. 3 mies N of UCF.

Ht.n:tecis of items. Funitue of al
kh::ls. Smal~. Lnens.
AntiQJes & oollectiJles. Moo selrg
food ard ctinks. Deaers are
welcxJme!!!!

LIFEGUARDS-

•

B

rdJ42d@gnai.com or (72l}-

GetPai:!ToTin<.com

...

~

32S ForSale:Automotlve
350 ForSale:General
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
S00 Announcements

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential.f\b
Experierce Na::essa-y. Traiirg
Provoee:l. /¥;,a 18 + OK OCX)-965.
6520x107.

SALES REP NEEDED!

RATES

3
6

or888-68x3565

Oassified Sales Rep needed for
Cer1ral Rolida FUil.re &

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com • Friday, Feb.27,2009

CLASSIFICATIONS

100
CuslomerService Represerrtati\,
waled to work FT!PT M:>n--Friday.
For more Info. Call 336-923-7197

.

I

5 needed with current
American Red Cross Certification and CPR for the
Professional Rescuer

PO0ISIDESERVERS8 needed, no experience
necessary

We ore looking for personable teamplayers with positive, cooperative
attitudes and a willingness to learn.
We offer a competitive hourly rote

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 ..Nova" network
4 Heavy-hearted
7 Systematic
procedure
14 Swiss peak
15 Actor T ognazzi
16 Very angry
17 Part of rpm
18 Jurassic beasts
20 Cases of
infidelity
22 Tennis do-over
23 Two-wheeled
carriage
24 Takes a break
26 Ryan and Worth
28 Spinnaker or jib
30 Pheasant's
brood
31 Fortes
36 Dallas sch.
37 Northern Ireland
capital
39 Get it wrong
40 Plimpton book
42 Jockey's strap
43 Speech defect
44 Former Spanish
dictator
46 Syrup tree
49 Shoots for
grafting
51 Id's relative
52 Cave hanger
56 Censures
severely
59 Take in food
60 Earhart and
Bloomer
61 Chill
62 Theater-sign
letters
63 Cargos
64 Decompose
65 2000 lbs.
DOWN
1 Father
2 Used leeches
3 Took care of
grooming
4 Ingeniously
simple
5 Concurs
6 Armoire parts
7 Ceremony
8 Eve's grandson
9 Neon, for one

Cf.) 2009 TribuM u.dla S.Vic:es. Inc.

All rights reaarved.

llffl

I

1 o Writer Levin
P O E T
G R A B L E
11 Heavy
GARR
RITUAL
ADS
hammers
A R R I V I D E R C I
Y E P
12 Heronlike
F
A
T
L
E
A
P
D
AY
wading bird
13 Cozy abodes
P ECO S I B R A • SU R 19 Actress Peeples OVERT
RAPS-REST
21 Narrow road
p A RM E S A N -A E R A T E
24 Uproar
A D E - s p EC TA A- M I A
25 Diminutive being
p I NS
R E MO T E
H A
26 Title for M.
A N G E
T R 0 D -w R E N
Clouseau
N 0 R- E s s
N G ST
27 "Green
Mansions" girl
s p I R A N T
I R A28 Team of oxen
29 Numbskull
31 Fastener
~J!Jl. SH_EENS.ASEA
32 ET's vehicle
33 ltsiest and
Last issue solved
bitsiest
34 Stoltz of "Mask"
35 Tuscany river
46 Conductive
52 Lone invitee
37 French cheese
element 53 Heave
38 Ernie of golf
47 Old World lizard 54 Tropical root
41 Hospital wing
48 Jabbed
55 Stiff collar
42 Talk wildly
49 Plopped
57 Actor
44 Flop
50 Verlaine poem,
Wallach
45 Missile
•_ de lune"
58 Wickedness

- ,;
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Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds

and free employee meals.
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T h e k e y tc> acl-vertisiJng .slUccess
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UCFHOOPS
Text stop to end at
any time.

www.fle>rida-c::lassifieds.c:e>m

How Do· I Text UCFKNIGHTS to 44636?

•

•

•
•

GRAB YOUR·

COUPON BOOK

I

Po

•

in the student union today
or print your coupons oriline at
www.Knight-Newspapers.co,n/

.

:;

;
Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFHOOPS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply
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All

February 27, 2009 • ~ :Jlotiba 3Cuture

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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VILL A G E

AT

SCIENCE DRIVE
2913 Einstein Way I 407.384.7080
thevillageatsciencedrive.com

.I

owned and professionally managed by

:di. AMERlCA:N

CAMPU S C OMMUMllH!BS
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